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EXISTENCE AND REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS

OF PARABOLIC EQUATIONS1

NEIL A. EKLUND

ABSTRACT. Let   L  be a linear, second order parabolic operator in di-

vergence form and let  Q  be a bounded cylindrical domain in   £       .  Let

d Q denote the parabolic boundary of  Q.  To each continuous function  f on

B Q there is a unique solution  u of the boundary value problem   Lu = 0  in

Q,   u = / on d Q.  Moreover, for the given  L  and  Q,   to each  (x, t) e Q there

is a unique nonnegative measure  p..     . with support on 8 0  such that the

solution of the boundary value problem is given by  u(x, t) — fghQ fdp-i    ,\.
P \X ,t)

I.  Introduction and preliminary results.   Let Í2 C E"  be a bounded do-

main with compact boundary,  dQ,, and let  T > 0. Set Q = 0 x (0, T] and let

d Q = {dQ, x [0, T]\ U !iî x (0)| denote the parabolic boundary of Q. Write

u,. = du/dx. and  u   = du/dt.

The given functions and solutions will lie in multidimensional  L

spaces and the Sobolev space  L  [0, T; H  ' (Q)]. These spaces are defined

in detail by Aronson and Serrin [2].  The parabolic operator under considera-

tion is defined by

(1) Lu= u- \a..ix, t)u,. + d.ix, t)u\,. - b.ix, t)u.,. - c(x, t)u
t ij 7 ; 7 7 7

where products involving repeated indices   i or  / are summed for  1 < z, ;'<72.

The results obtained are as follows:

Theorem 1.   Let f £ Cid Q).   There is a unique weak solution u of the

boundary value problem  Lu = 0 z« Q,  u = f on d Q-
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Theorem 2.   Let  L and Q  be given.   To each  (x, t) € Q  there is a unique

nonnegative measure p.     . 072  d Q  such that the solution u corresponding

to the data f found in Theorem 1 is given by uix, t) = Jj dp.    ..

Theorem 1 is an extension of an existence result obtained by Aronson

[l] restated below as Theorem B.

The coefficients appearing in the operator  L will be assumed to satisfy

the following assumptions collectively called (H):

H.l.  The  zz..(x, /) are measurable functions in  (x, t) with

(a) |zz..(x, t)\ < M < 00 almost everywhere in Q,  and
z;

(b) for some  À > 0,  a..(x, t)z .z . > \\z\    = À S" , z .   fot all z £ En andv '     27    '       2  ; —    '   ' 2=1    2

almost all (x, t) £ Q.

H.2. c(x, t) e Lq[0, T; LP(Q)] tot some pair p, q satisfying

(*) 1 < P, q<°°,       n/2p + \/q < 1.

H.3. b.(x, t), dkx, t) e Lql0, T; LP(Ù)] tot some pair p, q satisfying

(**) 2<p, q<oc,       n/2p+l/q<l/2.

For easy reference one basic definition and three basic theorems are

stated here without proof.

Definition 1.  Let  L be as described as above. Assume G(x, t) 6

L?[0, T; LP(Q.)] where p, q satisfy (*) and  F.(x, r) £ Lql0, T; LP(Q,)] where

p, q satisfy  (**).  zz(x, /) is called a weak solution of the boundary value

problem

(2) Lu= Gix,t) + {Fiix,t)\,i    in Q,

uix, t) = 0 on S = 0 x [0, T],
(3)

zz(x, ¿) = z2Q(x)    on 0

if

(a) zz e L218, T; H1'2 itt)] n L°°[8, T; L2    (Í2)] for each 5 > 0,
loc '      loc

(b) zz0(x) £ L2iQ),

and if, for each  2^(x, t) £ C iQ) n C  (Q) which vanishes in a neighborhood

of S,

/     I   \a..u,.v,. + d.v,.u - b.u,.v - cuv - uv,]dxdt
U   JU      lJ      l     J 11 J     J z

(C) T

= J     J   [Gf - F.Vf^dxdt + J   zz0(x)t^(x, 0)<s?x,
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and

(d) lim¿|0 /jjzz(x, t)v(x, t)dx = f   uQ(x)v(x, 0)dx.

Aronson and Serrin [2] have shown that every weak solution of (2) in Q

has a representative that is continuous in Q. Henceforth, zz will denote the

continuous representative of a given weak solution.

Theorem A  (Maximum Principle). Suppose  L satisfies  (H) and let  u be

the weak solution of Lu = 0 in Q.   If u £ C  (Q) and 772, < zz < 772?   otz  d Q,

then

min(772  , 0) - Ck   < u(x, t) < max(m2, 0) + Ck2     in Q

where C depends on Q  and the data in  (H) and

k.= \m.\(y   ||rf.||        + ||c||      )      for i= 1,2.
1 \^i      '  p'q p'q)

A proof of this theorem can be found in [2],

Theorem B (Existence). Suppose  L satisfies  (H) and uQ(x), F \.x, t),

and G(x, t) are as described in Definition 1.   Then there is a unique weak

solution u  of the boundary value problem (2), (3).   Moreover, if dQ,  is smooth

and u0(x) £ C°(Q), then u £ C(Q).

A proof of this theorem can be found in [1].

Theorem C (Energy Inequality).  Let  u be a solution of Lu = 0 in Q

with initial values  uQ € L  (0) and let C = £(x) be a nonnegative smooth

function such that Cu € L  [0, T; HQ' (0)].   Then there is a positive constant

C such that

ll^l2,^II^HL2<e{/n¿:2ZZ^X+^22|^2|.

A proof of this theorem can be found in [2]. Finally, weak solutions of

Lu = 0 in Q are locally Holder continuous with exponent depending on the

distance of the points to  d Q.

II. Existence theorem.

Theorem 1.   Let  L and Q  be as described above.   Let fix, t) be con-

tinuous  on S  and satisfy f(x, 0) £ L (ß).   Then there is a unique weak solu-

tion u of the boundary value problem
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L«=0 in Q,
(A)

u(x, z) = fix, t)    on dpQ.

Proof. Note that / is continuous on S, a compact set; hence / can be

continuously extended to Q.  Let  Fix, t) denote this extension.  Theorem B

can be used to solve the boundary value problem  Lu = 0 in Q,  uix, t) = 0 on

o,  u(x, 0) = f(x, 0) - F(x, 0) on Q. Thus, the theorem will follow if the

boundary value problem  Lu = 0 in Q,  uix, t) = Fix, i) on  d Q can be solved.

For the present assume  dQ is smooth. Approximate   F on  â Q  by poly-

nomials  p (x, t) in the supremum norm so that on  d Q

m, = min F < p  ix, t) < max F = ttz9.
1   »PQ dpQ

Extend the domain of p to Q so that the extension P (x, t) £ C iQ). Theo-

rem B can be applied to solve the boundary value problem Lv = —LP in Q,

vk = 0 on dpQ.

Define   zz  (x, t) = v (x, t) + P (x, z").  Then  u    satisfies

Luk =0 in Q,

(5)
u\x, t) = pkix, t)    on dpQ-

The remainder of the proof consists of showing
i k h —

(A) The solution  zz    is independent of the extension  P     of p    to Q.

(B) A subsequence of the   z/    can be obtained which converges weakly in

L2[8, T; H.1,2(QJ] for each ¿5 > 0 to a weak solution of  Lu = 0 in Q.

(C) A subsequence of that obtained in (B) converges uniformly on all

compact subsets of Q.

(D) The smoothness assumption on  dQ is removed.

(A) Let  P* and  Pk be two extensions of pk to Q with Pk, Pk £ C2(Q)

and let u , u     denote the corresponding solutions to (5). Then, since

[P\x, t) - Pk(x, t)] £ L2l0, T; Hl0'2(Q)] and lin^ ,Q [Pfe(x, /) - Pk(x, t)] = 0,

it follows that   Uk(x, t) s ukix, t) - ûkix, t) satisfies  LUk = 0 in Q,   (7=0

on  d Q.  Hence, by Theorem B,   Uk = 0 on Q.  Therefore,   Pk(x, t) may be as-

sumed to be a polynomial.

(B) Since  dQ is smooth and  Lu   = 0 in   Q, u   £ C(Q) and, by Theorem A,

tÂj = min (m, 0) + Ckx < u  (x, t) < max(m2, 0) + Cze. « m

on  Q. Define
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klg B |»P MUJl,2tQ- * HdlUc, 1H1 + sup |g|

where  Q'= \x £ Q; dist(x, dQ) > 8\ x (8, T].  Set 722 = max (772  , -772 ) > 0.

Then, by Theorem C,  |||zz  |||0 < Cm.  Hence, on each compact subcylinder C

of Q

(6) KW22,2,C + l"*»2.«,C < K«/dist(C, Co)]2.

Let {C7| be a sequence of open cylinders with  C7 C C'       and C7 î Q.

On  C  , the weak compactness of  L  [//   ' (C)] and (6) imply there is a sub-

sequence {zz  '  ! of [zz  Î which converges weakly in  L  [if  * (C )] to zz. Hav-

ing obtained the sequence  izz7'  I for  C7, the weak compactness of

L2[H1,2(Cin)] and (6) imply there is a subsequence \ui+1'k\ of \uj'k\

which converges weakly in  L2lHl ,2(C7 + 1)]. Since \uj*l,k\ C\uUk\, all of

the sequences  \uu  \ converge weakly to a in  L  [f/  ' (C)] for any compact

subcylinder  C of Q.  Set  zz7 = zz7'7.  Then  zz7  converges weakly to  u in

L  [H   ' (C)].  Hence, u satisfies   Lu - 0 weakly in  Q  and, by Theorem C,

\\\u\\\Q<em.

(C) Since the  zz7  satisfy  Lzz = 0 in  Q, they are Holder continuous on

any cylinder  C with  C C Q.  Hence, on each such cylinder, the family {zz ! is

equicontinuous.  Then, by Arzela's theorem, there is a subsequence of {zz !

which converges uniformly on  C.  By using the sequence  \C!\ given in (B)

and the diagonalization process again, a subsequence of {zz7!  is obtained

which converges uniformly on any compact subset of Q  to  zz.  It follows from

the uniform convergence of p    to F on  d Q that zz is the weak solution of

the boundary value problem.  The uniqueness of  zz follows from Theorem B.

(D) Suppose  dQ is not smooth.  Then approximate   Q  by  smooth  do-

mains  0    with Û   CO       ,0     ÎÎÎ, and the argument in (C) applies to each

cylinder Q   = Q   x (0, T].  Then the discussion in parts (B) and (C) can be

repeated to give the unique weak solution  zz  in Q.

II. Representation theorem.  In this section the following representation

is obtained.

Theorem 2.   Let  L and Q  be as described above.   Then, for each (x, t)

£ Q,  there is a unique nonnegative measure  p.     . concentrated on d Q  such

that, for each continuous function f on d Q,  the solution  u of the boundary

value problem (A) is given by

u(x, t) -   f      f du,     ^.
J9pQ '    ^C*.fl
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Moreover, for constants a, A  such that  0 < a <   L q dp,     . < A, it follows

that the solution u satisfies

min (afix, t), A fix, t)) < uix, t) < max (af(x, t), Af(x, t)).
9„Q -  9  Q

p P

Proof.  Define for each  (x, t) £ Q  the functional A,     . on  C(d Q) by
\X tt) p

A(x,z/= *(*' ^    on Ö.

= fix, t)    on â Q.
p^

A.     .is clearly a positive linear functional and the desired result follows
(x,t) '      r

from the Riesz representation theorem.
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